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IMPROVE

1. AGENT ZELENVOT 1 OCT 63, AMERICAN MALE WHO SPOKE BROKEN RUSSIAN SAID HIS NAME WAS OSCAR, STATED HE AT SOVEMB ON 28 SEPT WHEN SPOKE WITH CONSUL WHOM HE BELIEVED WAS VALERY VLADIMIROVICH KOSTIKOV. SUBMITTED TO SOV GUARD IVAN OBERBEKOV WHO ANSWERED, IF THERE ANYTHING HERE, IT WAS SENT TO WASHINGTON. OBERBEKOV UPON CHECKING SAID NACHBERGUPTA ARRIVED YET, BUT REQUEST HAD BEEN SENT.

2. HAVE PHOTOS WHICH APPEARS TO BE AMERICAN ENTERING SOVEMB 1216 HOURS, LEAVING 1222 ON 1 OCT. APPEARS AGED 35, ATHLETIC BUILD, CIRCA 6 FEET, RECEDING HAIRLINE, BALDING TOP. WORE KHAKIS AND SPORT SHIRT. SOURCE: LIENKEY.

3. NO LOCAL DISSENT.
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